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Abstract

A rich literature has noted that electoral pressures in democracies engender political

business cycles. We argue that in autocracies with strong institutions of bureaucratic man-

agement, evaluation systems based on economic performance have also generated political

cycles for tax break policies. Furthermore, institutional forces have sequenced leaders’ choices

and produced distributional consequences across firms. Combining panel data of 1,510,153

firm-year observations with city leader data from 1995 to 2007, we find that the tax break

amount dropped for most firms during the mayors’ first year in office, as mayors needed to

prioritize large firms and especially large foreign firms during the “busy year.” In contrast,

small- and medium-sized private firms bore the cost of tenure cycles. In the last year of the

mayor’s tenure, i.e. the “dust-settled” year, tax cut offerings were significantly reduced for

most firms, and even important firms could not gain the mayor’s attention.
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Introduction

Over the past several decades, the study of political business cycles has received considerable at-

tention. Works in this field shed light on the ways that governments, politicians, and parties ma-

nipulate economic policies in an opportunistic manner to cater to the preferences of constituents.

In particular, political actors have been found to either expand budgetary spending or reduce the

amount of taxation right before elections. Over the long run, these patterns produce electoral

cycles (Mikesell, 1978; Rogoff, 1990; Drazen and Eslava, 2010; Ehrhart, 2013). Compared to more

mature democracies such as the United States, where the cycles are weaker than often thought

(Jensen, Findley and Nielson, 2020), the cycles are more prevalent in developing countries and new

democracies (Brender and Drazen, 2005; Shi and Svensson, 2006). Even in hybrid regimes (i.e.,

illiberal democracies) with dominant party systems such as Japan and Russia, politicians may still

care about marginal victory and use tax policies to reward their supporters (Yoo, 1998; Sidorkin

and Vorobyev, 2018). An intriguing question remains: In authoritarian countries where there is

little electoral pressure, are there any political business cycles? What are the implications of these

cycles for different businesses? We examine this question in the context of providing business tax

cuts to firms in China.

Conventional wisdom would not expect any political cycles for firm tax cuts without voter

pressures. Authoritarian leaders should be able to dispense favorable tax policies to their business

cronies at any time they want. This assumption may not necessarily hold, though. Although

studies on this topic remain rare, Guo (2009)’s study of county budgetary expense in China sug-

gests such political cycles can exist. Jensen and Malesky (2018)’s work on Vietnam’s tax break

policies, despite not dealing with political business cycles, shows that promotional incentives can

affect leaders’ provision of tax breaks. We build on their insights but go beyond them theoretically

and empirically, demonstrating that when institutions of bureaucratic management systematically
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exist in an authoritarian regime, they produce not only political business cycles but also distribu-

tional consequences. These institutions have influenced when it is the best time to offer or not to

offer tax cuts and which firms to prioritize when the calendar is busy. Empirically, this study is, to

our knowledge, the first to examine political business cycles at the firm level across all ownerships,

industrial sectors, and jurisdictions in an authoritarian country. Bringing businesses back into the

study of political “business” cycles allows us to explore the interaction of political incentives and

firm type dynamics.

Overall, we argue that institutions of bureaucratic management—including the system of of-

ficial appointment, evaluation, and promotion—generated political cycles of tax break policies

in accordance with the mayoral turnover during China’s reform and growth period (1995-2007).

We demonstrate that, in an era when there were built-in political incentives to boost economic

indicators, officials in China were motivated to achieve targets in a way that would advance their

careers. To do so, they were likely to leverage tax break policies, a tool for increasing invest-

ment and expanding economic activities. Within a brief tenure, mayors tended to time tax breaks

strategically, offering tax cuts only to the most important firms when first arriving at their posts,

increasing tax cuts during their tenure, and having less incentive to do so toward the end when

their prospects of promotion were known. Therefore, we find that the first and last years of a

mayor’s tenure (i.e., the “busy year” and the year when the “dust had settled”) were the least

likely times for most firms to receive tax cuts.

Furthermore, we argue that there were important distributional consequences due to the same

indicators emphasized in the political evaluation. During the first “busy year” of the tenure,

mayors were highly selective. Large firms and especially large foreign firms were always the

priority for tax breaks because of such firms’ important contributions to the economic indicators.

Thus, medium and small foreign firms and most of the domestic private businesses bore the costs of

mayoral political cycles. In contrast, during the “dust-settled year,” when there were no incentives
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for mayors to demonstrate any achievements, even these firms could not gain mayors’ attention.

In addition, state-owned enterprises (SOEs), whose executives’ political incentives did not respond

to tax cuts, and high-tech firms, whose tax break statuses were largely controlled by provincial

governments, were less subject to tenure cycles. The political cycles and the selectivity of firm

tax breaks both stem from the strategic manipulation of leaders, whose incentives were shaped by

institutions governing their political careers. Our findings make several theoretical contributions.

First, unlike politicians in democracies, who appeal to pressures from below, mayors in China

face accountability from above. In democracies, politicians primarily cater to voters’ interests by

making promises right before their election, but the subsequent economic outcomes of tax breaks

or other fiscal policies are not necessarily evaluated, unless retrospective voting exists (Brender

and Drazen, 2005). In China’s cadre promotion systems, performance is based on an explicit range

of numbers, indicators, and showcase projects reported to the upper administrative level.

Furthermore, the ways in which politicians “select” their business allies are quite different.

Right-leaning politicians in democracies appeal to large corporations, in contrast to left-leaning

politicians who appeal to trade unions, so that they can court their voters and gain campaign

support for their parties (Lipset, 1960). In contrast, Chinese bureaucrats were motivated to

offer tax cuts to some firms rather than others in order to boost performance as evaluated by

upper-level provincial leaders. Large foreign firms, as will be detailed, have typically gained

mayors’ attention due to the design of the evaluation system, instead of the firms’ contributions

to political campaigns or their ideological signaling. Large domestic private firms, which would

be good political allies in democracies, were not emphasized in the evaluation system as much.

Although they are less vulnerable to tenure cycles compared to small domestic firms, they are less

prioritized upon mayors’ assumption of their positions compared to large foreign firms.

Second, our theory can also be contrasted with theories on autocracies with weak bureau-

cratic management institutions, where individual dictators feed favorable policies to their per-
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sonal cronies, or with regimes ruled by military juntas that do not initiate predictable economic

policies (Gandhi, 2008; Svolik, 2012; Gehlbach and Keefer, 2012). Our findings across firms and

cities suggest that there were systematic, institutional forces that shaped the incentives of bureau-

crats. These institutions could be attributed to a Leninist tradition of cadre management and

the nomenklatura institutions imported from the Soviet Union. Unsurprisingly, our study echoes

Jensen and Malesky (2018)’ study of Vietnam, another country ruled by a single communist party

with meritocratic promotion. In these countries, the antenna of the state reaches down to every

level of administration, making the pursuit of economic indicators ultimately a political task.1

The same bureaucratic management system has also systematically empowered different types of

firms during the busy times of the political calendar.

Our study also makes valuable empirical contributions. We developed our theoretical expec-

tations and hypotheses through firsthand interviews with officials and businesses in China.2 To

test the theories, we combined the most comprehensive Chinese industrial firm census to date

(including almost the entire population rather than a selective sample) with another equally com-

prehensive city leadership dataset from 1995 to 2007. The data include 521,244 firms from 828

industries across 281 cities (about 1,180 mayoral tenures) over 13 years, providing 1,510,153 firm-

year observations. By doing so, we address several inadequacies in the existing literature.

First, we avoid aggregation biases in existing studies of political business cycles, which tend

to use data at the macro level, such as the country level Ehrhart (2013) or the municipality

1As will be discussed, this is no longer the case for China under Xi, when the institutions

driving officials’ incentives to promote economic growth have systematically changed.

2Even though these interviews were conducted in 2009 and 2010, our questions are separated for

the pre- and post-2008 periods. Most interviewers had no problem recalling the pre-2008 period.

Only answers to questions about the pre-2008 period are used here.See Appendix A for the list of

interviews cited.
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level Drazen and Eslava (2010). The problem with using such macro-level data is that numerous

omitted variables can contribute to increasing or decreasing revenue, such as a growing number of

firms or increased revenues from land leasing, which do not necessarily translate to individual or

firm-level taxpayers. In contrast, our firm-level data allow us to examine the outcomes where tax

breaks actually take place and to gauge the difference between effective and statutory tax rates.

Second, the empirical strategy we use allows us to explore heterogeneous effects and distri-

butional outcomes across ownership, size, and technology intensity when the political calendar is

busy. The variation provides direct support for our theory. That is, local leaders are strategizing

as much as they can not only during different times but also prioritizing firms that benefit them

the most. Such heterogeneous outcomes were under-explored in the previous studies.

Last but not least, we also avoid the endogeneity problem typically associated with political

business cycles, whose economic outcomes can also cause changes in the timing of elections (Khe-

mani, 2004). Conversely, it would be difficult to argue that an individual firm’s change in tax cut

rates over time could influence the political tenure of mayors in that city.

The Political Calendar of Economic Policies

In recent decades, the study of the political business cycle has undergone a healthy move from

purely economic outcomes, such as GDP growth, to an emphasis on policy instruments, especially

budgetary spending. Even though taxation is a key instrument by which modern states govern

economies, it was not the initial focus of political cycle studies, as many authors did not observe

patterns in tax revenues (Block, 2002; Gonzalez, 2002). However, once the revenue was further

broken down into different categories of taxes, the political cycles of taxation started to draw

scholarly attention (Yoo, 1998; Ehrhart, 2013). Thus far, however, analyses of political cycles of

tax policies still reside at the macro level. These works did not sufficiently address micro-level

dynamics such as which groups receive more benefits at particular times. It is equally questionable
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whether the actors indeed control the policy instruments assumed in the research.

As in other authoritarian countries, officials in China do not need to cater to voters, but that

does not mean that there are no systematic drivers in the way that they exercise policy tools, both

in terms of timing and in terms of their selective business allies. The usual impression that policy

patterns of dictators tend to be idiosyncratic is not accurate, because some authoritarian countries

are more institutionalized than others (Gandhi and Przeworski, 2007). In contrast to Gehlbach

and Keefer (2012), who emphasized institutions that constrain top leaders and help induce private

investment, we emphasize the enabling factors that drive cadres’ growth-promoting behavior.

In countries such as China, Vietnam, and Singapore, where strong institutions of bureaucratic

management and meritocratic promotion have been established, there are often systematic political

drivers of officials’ incentives when they initiate economic activities.

Fundamentally, Chinese officials are motivated by the advancement of their political careers,

which are governed by a whole set of institutional rules on cadre appointments, evaluation, and

promotion. Upper-level officials evaluate lower-level officials based on performance indicators

heavily involving economic development, which leads to competition across localities to improve

these records (Li and Zhou, 2005; Manion, 1985; Landry, 2008). Although past works debated over

whether economic performance or political connections matter for promotion, evidence suggests

that these two goals can be reconciled, and those who are connected are also required to deliver

economic performance (Shih, Adolph and Liu, 2012; Jiang, 2018; Jia, Kudamatsu and Seim, 2015).

Furthermore, economic performance plays an even more important role for appointments at the

local level (i.e., cities and lower levels) than for positions at the upper echelons of the political

ladder (Landry, Lu and Duan, 2018). These findings resonate with our firsthand evidence that

city government officials did believe that performance affected promotions, political bonuses, and

economic compensation.3

3Interviews JS042010, SC062010.
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Chinese mayors, who occupy an important position connecting the provincial and the local

economy, are at the nexus of where most economic policies are executed, especially tax break

policies. In the cadre evaluation system, mayors are appointed and evaluated by provincial gov-

ernment leaders. Mayors themselves then appoint and evaluate various department heads in the

city government, who recruit and evaluate rank-and-file staff. As such, mayors tend to intensely

push department heads to establish achievements during periods when they are evaluated for pro-

motion, and department heads further pass on such pressure to bureaucrats working in various

departments.

Out of all the policy targets that provincial governments used to evaluate mayors during

China’s reform era (1995-2007), economic indicators such as GDP, GDP growth rate, industrial

output, foreign investment, revenue, and the number of showcase projects, tended to occupy the

top positions. According to the officials we interviewed, using tax breaks to increase investment

was a crucial way to boost these indicators, which would count as an achievement as soon as

the money was wired in (luo di).4 Not surprisingly, there was a frenzy of using tax breaks - or

what (Ang, 2016) called “beehive campaigns” - to attract investment among local officials during

China’s reform era. In addition to attracting investment to a city’s jurisdiction, tax breaks were

also used for encouraging existing firms to make investments in new products and new projects.

Finally, tax breaks induced firms to reduce their inventory, expand industrial capacity, and increase

production.5

How should local officials balance the goal of providing tax breaks to boost economic perfor-

4It used to be that as long as a contract was signed, bureaucrats could gain credits. This grad-

ually changed in the late 1990s, at which time the money was required to be wired in. Interviews

ZJ032010, JS042010C.

5Another policy tool that local governments had were providing subsidies to firms. We exam-

ined this policy in Appendix P.
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mance and the short-term loss of tax revenue (Lu and Landry, 2014)? As multiple bureaucrats

commented in field interviews, although giving up on a certain percentage of taxes, they brought in

investment as well as increased overall revenue, employment and GDP.6 A bureaucrat commented,

“It was a no-brainer for me. If I had not offered the tax break to these companies, then all these

benefits would not have happened in the first place. The existing projects would have moved

to other jurisdictions, and the revenue would have been zero.”7 Another bureaucrat pointed out

that often in exchange for giving up income taxes, 60% of which was going to the central state,

bureaucrats encouraged firms to invest in public showcase projects, such as roads, bridges, and

shopping malls. These investments enhanced the visibility of their political achievements and

produced multiplier effects on GDP growth.8 Appendix I shows that higher degrees of tax breaks

were associated with higher levels of GDP, per capita GDP, and GDP growth rate in the next

year. Using city averages, this means a 302 million yuan tax cut increase in a year will bring

about a 1.36 billion yuan increase in GDP the next year.9

Due to the systematic pressure built into the bureaucratic evaluation and the important role

of tax break policies in boosting economic performance, we expect to see a pattern of offering tax

cuts built around a given mayor’s tenure. To prevent the rise of localism against central state

policies, China’s organization law sets the standard tenure of mayors at five years, after which they

have to rotate to a different position (National People’s Congress, 1979). In reality, the tenure

duration varies, and many serve for less than five years before they move on (see Appendix B).

Officials know that they only have a limited time to establish their records. They are likely to

6Interviews SD122009, GD042010.

7Interview GD042010.

8Interview JS042010.

9This rationale is consistent with the economic literature commonly known as “tax multipliers,”

i.e., one dollar tax change will induce much larger changes in investment and consumption. See

Romer and Romer (2010).
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craft their records to make sure that their efforts are used most efficiently.

We expect that in the initial “busy year” when mayors set themselves up, they would start

building economic records, but in a highly selective manner. First, mayors who just arrived in

their office had scarce time compared to other years. They needed to spend time learning the gov-

ernment department heads as well as networking with political and economic elites. Furthermore,

as will be detailed, the implementation of tax break policy at a per firm level was time-consuming,

because it needed approval from both functional departments (economic or technology depart-

ments) and the local tax bureaus. It was not plausible for the mayor to single-handedly supervise

the implementation for each firm. Therefore, most firms would be unlikely to receive new tax cuts

immediately upon a mayor’s arrival.

We also expect that when a mayor’s tenure comes to an end, there will be declining incentives

to offer tax cuts. Although mayors typically did not know their tenure length when first arriving,

they would be informed of their next positions several months in advance.10 During that year, the

dust would become settled. Mayors who were successfully promoted and mayors who were not

will be aware of their next positions. Departmental officials were not likely to have incentives to

impress the soon-to-leave mayors, and the mayors would feel less pressure to impress provincial

leaders. In fact, providing tax breaks in the final year would help bolster the achievement of the

mayor’s successor, who could be a potential competitor.

10Typically about half a year before the position change took place, the Organization Depart-

ment of provincial party committee would make the mayor aware of the likelihood of such a change

through an informal conversation. Several months later, the mayor would be informed of the de-

cision through another personal meeting. Then other internal departments of the city government

would be notified of the decision a couple of weeks later, before it was publicly announced. But the

incoming new mayor still needed to be finally approved by the local people’s congress. Interviews

SC102009B, JS032010. See Appendix L for more discussions and tests on the differentiated results

of the end year.
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Selectivity and Heterogeneity

Although we expect to observe a general pattern of tenure cycles for most firms, there should

be heterogeneous effects for different groups of firms due to the same set of political incentives

behind tax break policies. The indicators in the evaluation system not only drove cadres to boost

economic performance, but also tilted their attention towards certain firms over others. Such

contrast was expected to be seen when mayors had to be selective. Although mayors were in

general too busy to handle most firms’ tax break status during the first year, they did tend to be

involved in personal negotiation with important investors. Large-scale, well-known corporations

could often gain a mayor’s attention at an early stage, and the mayor often actively pursued

them in an aggressive manner, which significantly reduced the barriers for them to negotiate with

departments. Therefore, we would expect large firms to have countercyclical tendencies in the first

year, unlike smaller firms. But such a contrast should be less stark in the final year, as mayors

would no longer seek to build indicators.

Furthermore, as the evaluation system not only emphasized indicators such as GDP, but also

foreign investment and exports, large foreign firms, especially multinational firms ranked on the

Fortune Global 500 list became the most sought-after investors. Such investors were more likely

to bring in disproportionately large amounts of investment and use China as a basis for produc-

tion and exports, which could introduce rapid, significant changes to the city’s multiple economic

indicators. Large global firms can also have a spillover effect due to their name brand and or-

ganization capacity, bringing in clusters of firms through their leading roles in the supply chain

(Chen, 2018). Unsurprisingly, the number of firms on this list was directly written into formal

government reports and Five-Year Plans, and it became a clear source of competition among city

mayors.11 We expect these firms to not only break tenure cycles but also to be the priority of

11The Fortune Global 500 list can be viewed at https://fortune.com/global500/. Due to space
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city mayors when they first entered their positions.12 However, since there was no use creating

achievements at the end of the tenure, even these large foreign firms would not expect to gain

mayors’ attention in the final year of the political calendar.

Not all firms, though, should be influenced by mayors’ tenure. One of the challenges for

existing studies on political business cycles is that they do not distinguish the portion of outcomes

controlled by the politicians under study from the portions beyond their control. For firms that did

not respond to tax break policies and did not have incentives to save taxes, we expect that their

tax break statuses will not be subject to mayors’ tenure cycles. Executives of SOEs were political

cadres themselves, whose revenue submission records could affect their prospects of promotion.

Some SOEs would rather submit more taxes in order to impress local officials who were their

political patrons (Han, Li and Oi, 2020). In addition, we also expect that high-tech firms, whose

tax break statuses were largely decided by provincial governments, would not be influenced by

mayors’ tenure cycles. While the city government could help evaluate local high-tech firms, the

provincial government had the real authority to approve state high-tech firms that involved tax

breaks (Ministry of Science and Technology, 2000). We would thus expect these types of firms

not to display cyclical tendencies.

limitations, not all government reports can be cited here, but examples include Guangzhou Gov-

ernment (2003) and Fuzhou Government (2006).

12There is certainly also government-business corruption involved in this process (Zhu, 2017),

but we argue that political incentives were the fundamental reasons contributing to the timing

and selectivity of tax breaks.
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Emergence of Tax Break Policies in China

Tax break policies emerged in reform-era China in the context of local competition to attract

investments and boost economic growth.13 In the 1980s, China decentralized its fiscal system,

providing localities with the autonomy for revenue and expenses. Many have viewed this de-

centralized fiscal system as the crux of China’s local economic growth and inter-jurisdictional

competition (Oi, 1999; Montinola, Qian and Weingast, 1995; Shirk, 1993). In 1994, the state

implemented fiscal reforms and reclaimed a larger proportion of the centrally shared budgetary

revenue. Local governments, however, still controlled the tax collection process, and most firms

submitted their corporate income taxes to the local tax bureau or the local branches of the state

tax bureaus. More importantly, the official approval of a firm’s tax break status, before tax was

filed, was largely implemented through local governments’ department offices.14

Tax break policies emerged in this context to broaden the tax base, to expand investment,

to create visible achievement, and to boost economic performance. Meanwhile, the rise of land

leasing revenue as a significant source of income, the extraction from rural areas, and the shrinking

13The decentralization of fiscal power has, in general, led to the increased use of tax incentives

in developing countries (Li, 2016). To clarify, a tax break is different from tax evasion. When firms

evade taxes, they habitually deploy their income as a cost via reimbursement (i.e., underreporting

the income), but they still must meet the standard tax rate. By contrast, a “tax break” refers to

the reduction of an effective corporate tax rate with the support of government policies.

14One qualification is that our argument focuses on China’s reform and growth period (1995-

2007) when there were systematic incentives for local officials to pursue economic performance.

As more detailed explanation and analyses in Appendix T show, 2008 to 2011 was a “chaotic

period” when it was hard to measure the difference between statutory and effective tax rates and

when the ways local officials pursue economic growth also changed. Xi Jinping’s era starting in

late 2012 represented a more fundamental break from the previous period, when re-centralization

constrained and paralyzed local officials’ use of economic policies (Ang, 2020; Minzner, 2018).
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proportion of corporate tax revenue that localities could retain all enabled officials to adopt tax

break policies.15 Our interviews indicate that whenever mayors pushed for economic expansion,

government agencies and their contracted tax companies constantly advertised tax break policies

by contacting local firms.16

The prefecture city level was an important level where tax breaks were carried out. The

provincial level passed along central government policies but was not typically the level of imple-

mentation, given that firms were not required to go through upper level inspections. At the county

or district level, officials could provide fiscal support to firms by returning part of the tax revenue

(known as zhengfu zizhu), but increasingly, they were not allowed to directly lower the tax rate or

provide tax rebates.17 At the city level, tax breaks were granted to both new firms and existing

firms, the majority of which were the latter category. The length of tax breaks typically varied

between one to three years, with different level of tax breaks across years of the same policy. Most

of the time, firms would re-apply each year, because the tax breaks provided for later years of the

same multi-year package were often worse than the initial year, and firms could switch to newly

issued policies that had a better deal, if there were any.18

Typically, several steps were involved in tax breaks. First, in years of economic expansion,

the mayor’s office took initiatives in government meetings to encourage departments to offer tax

breaks. These policies might be local versions of the corresponding central or provincial policies or

15For land revenue and policies, see Rithmire (2015). For rural tax extraction, see Bernstein

and Lu (2003).

16Interviews SC102009, JS042010B.

17Interviews ZJ032010, ZJ032010B, JS042010B.

18The actual amount of tax breaks that a city provided depended on the firm, sector, as well

as the particular policy packages used in economic, technology or environmental issues. For a

domestic firm, the amount of tax break (the difference between statutory and the new tax rate

offered by officials) could range anywhere between 0 percent and 33 percent (full tax exemption).
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new tax break policies. Then, specific functional departments, such as the Bureau of Investment

Promotion, the Bureau of Commerce, the Bureau of Science and Technology, would issue more

detailed policies, i.e. implementation guidelines. Each firm’s representative needed to apply

to the department and receive corresponding approval documents for tax breaks. Then firm

representatives would submit these departmental documents to the local tax bureau to receive the

ultimate stamp of approval. The entire process can take several months.

However, for firms that a mayor directly prioritized, firm executives and the mayor’s official

team would carry out face-to-face negotiations at the time or before a firm expressed an interest

in investment, either to attract investment to new projects or to increase investment in existing

projects. The negotiation, which could take several days to two weeks, depending on the project,

would result in a customized agreed-on tax rate in a contract and a special instruction from the

mayor’s office to the city government’s functional departments, requesting for their coordination.

Permissions from the departments and the tax bureau became nominal. This firm would typically

receive the tax break approval from departments in no more than two weeks.19

As can be seen from the above, although localities lacked the authority to set standard national

tax rates, they certainly enjoyed considerable leeway to implement detailed versions of tax break

policies. The central government issued hundreds of tax cut policies at the national level, and

each of the policies then resulted in multiple guidelines and detailed implementation procedures

from city government departments. When these policies are implemented, they provided local

officials considerable room for discretion. When the National Audit Office investigated a sample

of 54 localities across 18 provinces, they found hundreds of tax break policies lacking central

government approval in almost all investigated localities (National Audit Office, 2012). While not

openly endorsing such practices, the central government also allowed localities to implement and

adapt policies to local conditions (The State Tax Bureau, 2015).

19Interviews SC062010, JS042010B.
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Data and Variables

To test our hypotheses, we used the China Industrial Enterprise Survey (CIES) between 1995

and 2007.20 The units of analysis we focused on were industrial firms located in all prefecture-

level cities across these years. Created by the National Bureau of Statistics, CIES is thus far

the most comprehensive micro-level database on industrial firms in China. It includes all above-

scale industrial firms with annual sales over 5 million yuan (710 thousand USD), the basic level

at which firm statistics in China can be directly collected rather than estimated. The sum of

firm-level industrial indicators from CIES corresponds to 95% to 98% of the aggregate amount

reported by the National Statistical Yearbook. In addition, CIES is based on direct investigation

of firm-level data, avoiding possible manipulation or misreporting by local officials (Wallace, 2016).

We measured our outcome variable, firm-level tax breaks, by calculating the rate of corporate

income tax cuts for a firm in a given year.21 To do so, we first obtained firms’ effective tax

rates by dividing their paid corporate income tax by their total profits. This is also the way that

corporate income tax rates are calculated in China. We then took the difference between each

firm’s corresponding statutory tax rates and effective tax rates to calculate the “tax cut” rates.

we winsorized the variable to the range between first and 99th percentile to avoid the influence of

20This choice of years is aimed at avoiding substantial policy changes in the 1994 fiscal reform

and the 2008 corporate income tax reform (see footnote 14). There was also a 2002 reform that

changes the share of revenue between central and local governments. However, we do not believe

this reform would affect the tax breaks unevenly across firms. Our models always include year-fixed

effects to control for common shocks.

21We focus on corporate income tax, because the value-added tax is managed vertically by the

state tax bureau (interview SC112009). Although local governments can still theoretically offer tax

breaks in value-added taxes, in reality, it is hard to manipulate because of the dynamic between

upper-stream and lower-stream enterprises (Fan and Tian, 2016).
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extreme values.22

We merged CIES with Chinese Government Official Data (CGOD) that includes tenure and

biographic information for prefecture city mayors and party secretaries. Our treatment variables—

the start and the end of mayor tenures—were coded based on tenure information of city mayors

from the CGOD data.23 We generated “first year” and “last Year” dummies that indicated the

first and last years of office for a given mayor. We also included the variable “year in office” (i.e.,

the number of years that a mayor had been in office) as an alternative treatment variable.24 We

chose to study the tenure cycles of mayors rather than party secretaries due to the fact that in

most cities, the division of labor between the two is such that mayors were mainly in charge of

daily economic policies and had the direct say in the appointment of economic bureaucrats. 25

To further explore the heterogeneous effects of mayors’ transition years across different sub-

groups of firms, we differentiated firms based on ownership type, size, and technology intensity.

22The statutory tax rates between 1995 and 2007 for domestic firms were based on their total

profits. For firms whose profits ranged between 0 and 30,000 yuan, 30,001 to 100,000 yuan, and

above 100,000 yuan, their standard tax rates were 18%, 27%, and 33%, respectively. For foreign

firms during the same period, the statutory tax rate was 15% Huang and Tang (2018). There

might be “ceiling effects” induced by different statutory tax rates, and we have done robustness

checks in Appendix U.

23We excluded the municipalities of Beijing, Shanghai, Tianjin, and Chongqing: administra-

tively, these cities are one level higher than the prefectural level and equal to provinces; hence,

they may have different tenure dynamics.

24We stipulate that a mayor assuming the position before June (inclusive) would count that

year as her first year, which means her predecessor would count the preceding year as the last year

of tenure. On the other hand, if a mayor took office after June (i.e. her predecessor also ended

after June), then the following year would count as her first year.

25For more detailed information, see “Tenure of Party Secretaries” in the “Alternative Expla-

nations” section.
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We categorized firms’ ownership structure by their registration types.26 To code firm size, we gen-

erated a dummy variable by categorizing firms with an annual sale of 300 million yuan (42 million

USD) or higher as large firms. This was the criterion used by the State Council of China (2003).

More important was the fact that 300 million yuan in annual revenue was a widely adopted cutoff

for local leaders to recognize large firms when attracting investment. We divided firms into the

high-tech and non-high-tech categories based on the four-digit industry code criteria published by

the National Bureau of Statistics (2007).

Finally, we also controlled for a series of variables. We first considered mayor characteristics

including education, ethnicity, and gender, as leader capability can sometimes moderate political

opportunism (Xi, Yao and Zhang, 2018). For example, highly educated mayors may be more

prone to establishing an institutionalized channel for tax breaks, leading to less fluctuation of tax

break policies. Meanwhile, we accounted for firm-level covariates, including total assets, number

of employees, and total profits, as well as city-level per capita GDP, total budgetary revenue,

government deficit, and GDP growth. The variable descriptions, data sources, and summary

statistics are provided in Appendix C-H.

Empirical Analysis

This section tests our hypotheses on the political calendars and selectivity of tax break policies.

We found consistent evidence that the degrees of tax cuts dropped significantly in the first and

the last years of a mayor’s office for a majority of firms. Furthermore, we will demonstrate the

distributional consequences of tax break cycles across different subgroups of firms, especially when

26See Huang (2008) and Lardy (2014) about different ways to categorize ownership types in

China. We will stick to registration type, as the registration type criteria is most directly related

to a firm’s tax rates. There were 3% firms that changed ownership across years in our data, and

our results are robust to the exclusion of these firms. See Appendix R.
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the political calendar was busy.

Mayor Tenure and Tax Break Cycles

To test our main hypothesis that there were tax break cycles corresponding to the mayor’s tenure

across most firms, we estimated standard two-way fixed effects models:

yit = First Y earit × α1 + Last Y earit × α2 +X ′itβ + ηi + τt + εit

In this model, yit is our outcome of interests, namely the rate of cuts firm i received in year t

(logged). The “first year” and “last year” dummies are the treatment variables, and we account

for multiple time-varying covariates in X and two-way fixed effects in ηi and τt.

Model 1 in Table 1 is the baseline where we only controlled for two-way fixed effects and

clustered the standard errors at the firm level.27 In Model 2, we added firm and city covariates

as controls.28 Model 3 and 4 reestimate the first two models but with mayor characteristics as

additional controls, and we also clustered our standard errors at mayor and firm level. Our main

concern is serial correlation within firms, but we also recognize the issue of policy dependence

among multiple years under a single mayor. Therefore, we followed the advice from Cameron,

Gelbach and Miller (2011) and employed multiway clustering at firm and mayor level.29 All of

the models revealed a consistent and significant drop in the tax cut rate at the firm level in the

first and the last years of the mayor’s office. In our preferred Model 4 with the complete set of

control variables, the coefficients on the “first year” and “last year” are about 0.088 with p-value

27We also included province, city, and industry fixed effects in Appendix K. As more than 99%

of firms are “nested” in cities, we used firm fixed effects as our main specification.

28The coefficients for mayor characteristics are not reported due to space limit.

29In practice, we clustered the standard errors at the mayor-city and the firm level to account

for mayors that had moved to different cities. But as this subgroup is only about 5% of mayors

in our sample, the uncertainty estimates almost remain unchanged.
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Table 1: Baseline Results

Dependent variable:

Rate of Tax Cut (logged)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

First Year −0.057∗∗∗ −0.061∗∗∗ −0.084∗∗ −0.088∗∗
(0.008) (0.008) (0.040) (0.037)

Last Year −0.027∗∗∗ −0.033∗∗∗ −0.082∗∗ −0.088∗∗
(0.008) (0.008) (0.040) (0.036)

Assets (logged) −0.209∗∗∗ −0.183∗∗∗

(0.010) (0.021)
Employment (logged) −0.115∗∗∗ −0.209∗∗∗

(0.008) (0.026)
Profits (logged) 0.263∗∗∗ 0.291∗∗∗

(0.004) (0.018)
GDP per capita (logged) 0.420∗∗∗ 0.292∗∗

(0.037) (0.148)
Revenue (logged) −0.209∗∗∗ −0.171∗∗

(0.018) (0.078)
Deficit (logged) −0.003 0.006

(0.004) (0.013)
GDP Growth 0.125∗∗∗ 0.236∗∗∗

(0.021) (0.086)

Mayor Characteristics N N Y Y
Firm Fixed Effects Y Y Y Y
Year Fixed Effects Y Y Y Y
Clusters Firm Firm Firm & Mayor Firm & Mayor
Observations 1,510,150 1,477,551 1,056,187 1,039,516

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

less than 0.05.30 Substantively speaking, this means that an average firm in China would lose its

tax benefit of 68 thousand yuan during each of the mayors’ transition years.This would aggregate

to almost 32 million yuan for all firms in an average city in that transition year. (see Monte Carlo

simulations in Appendix J for more details).

The significant drops in transitional years suggest a nonlinear relationship between tax cut

rates and mayors’ years in office. To systematically examine this relationship, we conducted a

retrospective analysis by pooling together all mayors with different tenure lengths. To ensure pre-

30In Appendix L, we further show that mayors that left their positions after June and mayors

who were near their retirement ages had more significant drop of tax cuts in their last year.
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Figure 1: SHAP Dependence Plot from XGboost Machine Learning Algorithm

dictive accuracy and computational efficiency with the large set of covariates, we applied the most

up-to-date tree-based machine learning algorithm with Extreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost).31

We first trained the model with “year in office” as our treatment variable and controls from Model

4 in Table 1, using 75% of the dataset.32 We then tested the results using the rest of the dataset.

We plotted the Shapley Additive Explanations (SHAP) value for a random sample of 51,975 obser-

vations (5% of the entire sample) across different levels of “year in office” in Figure 1. Intuitively,

the SHAP value indicates the extent and the direction to which each predictor contributes to the

predicted output averaged across all permutations. By tracing the SHAP value of “year in office”

31The details about the algorithm can be found at

https://github.com/dmlc/xgboost/blob/master/README.md.

32Given the size of our data, we used industry fixed effects to make the task feasible.
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with locally estimated scatterplot smoothing (LOESS), we found that the expected tax cut rate

drops in the first year of mayoral tenure, rises thereafter, and declines toward the end. This general

trend confirms our hypothesis that mayors were highly selective in providing tax cuts in their first

busy years. For mayors whose tenure in the same city stretched beyond five years, their incentives

to offer tax cuts substantially declined after it became clear that promotions were unlikely.33

Heterogeneous Effects across Firms

Although mayors’ incentives to promote tax cuts generally decreased in their transitional years,

we hypothesized that there should be selectivity due to indicators emphasized in the evaluation

system, especially during the “busy” years. As mentioned, we divided the dataset based on firms’

registered ownership types and also categorized them into “large” and “smaller” categories.34 We

then estimated tenure cycles with firm- and year-fixed effects for each subgroup using the same

model with multiway clustering.

We hypothesized that large corporations could often gain mayors’ attention when the mayors

started their position, and that these firms would be actively pursued by mayors. Therefore, we

expected that during the “busy years” when time was scarce, mayors had strong incentives to offer

these firms tax breaks in order to attract new firms to their jurisdictions or to update the beneficial

policies with existing ones as early as they could. The first two groups of charts in Figure 2 show

the differences between large and smaller firms with 95% and 90% confidence intervals. Indeed,

large firms saw increased tax cut rates in the first years of the mayors’ tenures, while other firms

experienced reduced rates of tax cuts at the same time.

A further breakdown of the foreign and domestic firms shows a clearer picture. We expected

33As a robustness check, we also uncovered a significant, inverse U-shaped relationship between

firms’ tax cut rates and mayors’ years in office in a simple linear model (see Appendix M).

34Here “smaller” refers to firms that were not counted as “large.” Therefore, they include both

medium and small firms.
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Figure 2: Heterogeneous Effect across Firm Size and Ownership

that multinational corporations listed in the Fortune Global 500 to be critical for mayors to build

their economic achievements. Since we cannot identify firm names to code those that are among

the Fortune Global 500, we have to use the subgroup of large foreign firms, which means firms that

were registered as foreign-invested firms and had annual sales of 300 million yuan or more. The

result suggests that these firms were indeed prioritized. The rates of tax cuts for large foreign firms

increased significantly in the first year of the mayor’s office and were larger compared to those

for large firms on average. The advantages of the large foreign firms were clear not only when

compared to their smaller counterparts, but also when compared to domestic firms. Although

large domestic firms experienced less significant disruptions by tenure cycles compared to smaller

firms, mayoral turnover did not generate the type of contrasting effects on large domestic firms as

on large foreign firms.
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Finally, even these large firms, foreign or domestic, were not able to gain mayors’ attention

during their last years, suggesting the decreasing incentives for mayors to build any achievements

in the “dust-settled” year.

For nonparametric estimation, we also traced the effect of mayors’ first-year tenure on foreign

firms’ tax cut rates across different levels of industrial sales with LOESS. The result in Appendix

N resonates with Figure 3. Smaller foreign firms experienced less tax break in the first year of the

mayor’s tenure, compared to other years. But as the level of industrial sales grows, the relationship

flipped. The larger foreign firms were able to gain more attention from the mayors, thus receiving

substantially higher rates of tax cuts in their first year than other years.

These findings confirm our argument about the heterogeneous effect of mayor tenure on the

rate of tax cut at the firm level. Specifically, mayors tended to strike deals with important firms as

soon as they came to office, leaving all others to wait for various departments of the government

to handle tax cut policies. This selective approach contributed to large foreign firms’ much higher

rate of tax cut in their first year. The political motivation of the mayor was to make sure that the

large firms stayed in the city during her corresponding tenure. Once the negotiation was settled,

the mayor turned to economic policies for other firms in the city, including pushing for overall tax

break policies carried out by departments.

Not all firms, however, would be subject to this political calendar or selectivity. As discussed

above, SOEs may have fewer incentives to do so due to the revenue contribution that SOE exec-

utives needed to impress their political patrons. We also expect that high-tech firms, which were

largely controlled by provincial-level government during the time of our study, had protection

mechanism against city tax break cycles. Figure 3 confirms this argument. Compared to their

counterparts, SOEs and high-tech firms did not experienced significant drops in the rates of tax

breaks at the beginnings and ends of mayors’ tenures.
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Figure 3: Heterogeneous Effect across Ownership and Technology Intensity

Alternative Explanations

Administrative Disruptions

Our above analyses find that the rate of tax cut at the firm level dropped significantly in the

first and the last years of a mayor’s tenure. But could such a cyclical effect simply result from

administrative disruptions during leadership turnovers? While we do not deny that the change

of mayors could cause a certain level of administrative disruptions, our findings show that the

mayor’s political incentives were more at work.

A crucial finding of our study is that large firms, especially large foreign firms were more likely

to gain mayors’ attention even in the first year of office, due to their critical role of increasing
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investment and boosting GDP in the cadre evaluation and promotion system. In contrast, there

was a general decrease in tax cut rates provided to the majority of firms during the first year.

The fact that local leaders prioritized certain firms over others even when the calendar was busy

shows clear evidence of their political manipulation of tax policies.

Political Connections

Although this study does not focus on explaining political promotion, it is a valid concern that

political connections may be a confounder. Jiang (2018) finds that city leaders who are politically

connected to provincial leaders deliver better economic performance, because patronage ties can

increase the credibility of the rewards for the clients, and patrons also demand the delivery of

economic performance from their clients. This means that connections may influence the incentives

and the calculation about the political calendar, our independent variable. Moreover, if those that

are connected may have a faster track of promotion, they would end up with shorter tenure

duration.

We use definition and data on political connections from Jiang (2018). Appendix O shows

that mayors who were connected to provincial party secretaries, i.e. they were promoted to mayor

positions when the party secretaries were in office, had more significant tenure cycles of tax break

policies, compared to those who did not have connections. This is likely because mayors who were

connected perceived more credible rewards from their political patrons and therefore, had stronger

incentives to game the system by improving economic performance, which is consistent with both

our argument and Jiang (2018)’s finding. Appendix O also shows, however, that based on our

main specifications, neither political connections nor tenure length has a significant influence on

the ultimate dependent variable, i.e. the rate of tax cut. This is likely due to the fact that mayors

had the discretion of providing tax breaks to the majority of the firms, and did not need to seek

provincial approval.
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Tenure of Party Secretaries

As we mentioned, economic policies usually fell under the purview of city mayors rather than party

secretaries. Party secretaries were in charge of a wide range of issues, but especially issues such

as political appointment, stability, security, and land policies. As far as economic policies were

concerned (ranging from investment, trade, finance, urban planning, fiscal and technology policies),

party secretaries and mayors usually had similar preferences of boosting economic performance,

which would contribute to both of their promotions. But party secretaries usually did not intervene

in the detailed implementation of specific economic policies, such as tax break policies35. As we

have discussed, tax breaks granted to firms were shown to be associated with an increase in

GDP, GDP per capita and growth rate, and both leaders, in general, understood these dynamics.

Hence we do not expect the two leaders to have conflicts. However, when party secretaries were

particularly powerful, they might occasionally intervene in the cases of specific firms that had

personal connections with them. In addition, if the tenure cycles of the party secretaries largely

overlapped with those of the mayors, our main results will be confounded.

To address this concern, we estimated the effect of tenure cycles for the party secretaries of

prefecture cities as a robustness check. Appendix Q reports the results of the tenures of city party

secretaries on tax break cycles. The coefficients on “first year” and “last year” are statistically

indistinguishable from zero at the conventional level. This finding does not imply that party

secretaries never intervened in individual firm cases, but it does confirm our initial expectation

that mayors, rather than party secretaries, were the main producer of political cycles on tax break

policies.

35Interview GD052010.
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Conclusion

This study examined the political calendars and the selectivity in the use of tax break policies on

industrial firms across China. The fact that tax break policies were timed in a way that reflected

the career incentives and the political evaluation criteria of city mayors has generated important

and interesting implications.

Our findings contribute to the understanding of the politics behind tax policies that have not

been previously captured by works on state fiscal capacity and expenditure mandates (e.g., Shue

and Wong, 2007). It shows that local officials did not focus solely on extraction, but also used

tax breaks strategically to boost the economy and to establish political records most effectively.

While policies fluctuated according to the mayor’s tenure, not all firms were subject to the same

disruptions. Firms that were important to the evaluation targets of city leaders, such as large

foreign firms, were able to counter the political business cycles even during the first year of the

mayor’s tenure.

While the fluctuation of tax break policies often come at a cost for local firms, there might

be rational learning efforts from firms, as they could time their entrance and their tax break

applications to a locality according to the political calendar.36 Nevertheless, even if firms managed

to adapt to the patterns of leadership change, such political cycles were far more likely to be

initiated by city officials instead of firms.

The study of political incentives based on cadre careers also engages with a growing body of

work that examines how such incentives impact governance and policy initiatives more broadly.

36Appendix S examines the entrance behavior of new firms in a city, including existing firms

that moved to the city and firms newly established in the city in a given year. We did not discern

any significant patterns for firm entrance in the first and last year of the tenure. Future studies

can further examine the timing for firms’ applications for tax breaks if data become available.
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The way in which particular levels of cadres are promoted and rotated, the frequency of such

rotations, and the intensity of competition have yielded important insights into growth, corruption,

land quotas, and other policy areas (Zhu and Zhang, 2017; Cai, 2012; Wu and Zhou, 2018; Yu, Xiao

and Gong, 2015). Our analysis resonates with these studies by highlighting the systematic impact

of leader tenure and turnover during the reform era. It also further unpacks implementation on

the ground by revealing heterogeneous effects at the micro level, where tax break approvals were

carried out. In this regard, our research points to a potentially exciting future research agenda

on the politics of the variety of economic policies in authoritarian countries with institutionalized

bureaucratic systems.
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A List of Interviews Cited

Interview Number Location Time Interviewee

SC102009 Sichuan 10/2009 Financial Manager,
Tax Consulting Firm

SC102009B Sichuan 10/2009 Government official,
Organizational Department of Party Committee

SC112009 Sichuan 11/2009 Financial manager,
Electrical Equipment Manufacturing Firm

SD122009 Shandong 12/2009 Government official,
Bureau of Commerce

JS032010 Jiangsu 03/2010 Government official,
Organizational Department of Party Committee

ZJ032010 Zhejiang 03/2010 Government official,
Bureau of Investment Promotion

ZJ032010B Zhejiang 03/2010 Government official,
Tax Bureau

GD042010 Guangdong 04/2010 Government official,
Economic and Information Committee

JS042010 Jiangsu 04/2010 Government official,
Bureau of Investment Promotion

JS042010B Jiangsu 04/2010 Accountant,
Information Technology Firm

JS042010C Jiangsu 04/2010 Government official,
City Party Committee Office

GD052010 Guangdong 05/2010 Representative,
Local People’s Congress

SC062010 Sichuan 06/2010 Government official,
Bureau of Commerce

Note: Interviews were conducted at the city level, but to protect the anonymity of the intervie-
wees, only province names are provided.
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B City Leader Tenure Length

City Mayors City Secretaries
Value N Percentage Value N Percentage

1 188 15.93 1 82 8.05
2 245 20.76 2 171 16.78
3 267 22.63 3 214 21.00
4 213 18.05 4 173 16.98
5 157 13.31 5 169 16.58
6 53 4.49 6 104 10.21
7 27 2.29 7 59 5.79
8 12 1.02 8 24 2.36
9 10 0.85 9 13 1.28
10 1 0.08 10 7 0.69
11 4 0.34 11 2 0.20
12 3 0.25 12 1 0.10

Sum 1,180 100 Sum 1,019 100

Note: This table presents the distribution of the tenure
length for mayoral tenures and secretary tenures.
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C Variable Description and Data Sources

Variable Description Source

Firm-year covariates
Rate of tax cut Difference between statutory and effective tax rate CIES
Ratio of tax cut Rate of tax cut as a percentage of statutory tax rate CIES
Employment Firm’s total number of employment CIES
Assets Firm’s total assets CIES
Profits Firm’s total profits CIES
Industrial sales Firm’s industrial sales CIES
Foreign firms Firm registered as foreignly invested firms CIES
State-owned firms Firm registered as state owned CIES
Large firms Firm with industrial sales larger than 300 million yuan CIES
High tech firms Firm that belongs to high-tech industries CIES
New firms Firm newly moved to or established in a city CIES
Government subsidy Government subsidies received by firms CIES

Mayor-year covariates
First year Mayor’s first year of tenure CGOD
Last year Mayor’s last year of tenure CGOD
Year in office Mayor’s number of years in office CGOD
Tenure length Length of mayor’s tenure CGOD
Birth year Mayor’s birth year CGOD
Ethnicity Mayor’s ethnicity (17 categories) CGOD
Education Mayor’s education (7 levels) CGOD
Gender Mayor’s gender (1=female, 0=male) CGDO
Political connections 1 Mayor connected to current provincial party secretary Jiang (2018)
Political connections 2 Mayor connected to provincial party secretary or governor Jiang (2018)

Secretary-year covariates
First year Party secretary’s first year of tenure CGOD
Last year Party secretary’s last year of tenure CGOD
Ethnicity Party secretary’s ethnicity (15 categories) CGOD
Education Party secretary’s education (15 levels) CGOD
Gender Party secretary’s gender (1=female, 0=male) CGDO

City-year covariates
Revenue Total budgetary revenue of a city CCSY, NFSP
GDP Total GDP of a city CCSY
GDP per capita GDP per capita of a city CCSY
GDP growth GDP growth rate of a city CCSY
Government deficit Deficit of the city government CCSY
Government expenditure Expenditure of the city government CCSY
Population Population of a city CCSY
FDI Foreign direct investment in a city CCSY
Degree of tax cut A city’s tax cuts divided by total industrial profits CIES
Industrial sales Total industrial sales in a city CIES

Note: CIES: China Industrial Enterprise Survey; CGOD: China Government Official Data; CCSY:

China City Statistical Yearbooks; NFSR: National Financial Statistical Reports.
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D Summary Statistics

Statistic N Mean St. Dev. Min Max

Firm-year covariates
Rate of tax cut 1,510,153 0.131 0.131 0 0.33
Ratio of tax cut 1,509,914 0.483 0.453 0.000 1.000
Employment (logged) 1,510,151 4.674 1.440 0.000 13.317
Assets (logged) 1,510,150 9.554 1.620 0.000 19.084
Profits (logged) 1,510,153 6.247 2.120 0.693 18.595
Industrial sales (logged) 1,510,153 10.426 1.068 0.000 19.854
Foreign firms 1,510,153 0.176 0.381 0 1
State-owned firms 1,510,153 0.090 0.287 0 1
Large firms 1,510,153 0.043 0.203 0 1
High tech firms 1,510,153 0.056 0.230 0 1
New firms 1,510,152 0.035 0.184 0 1
Government subsidy (logged) 1,225,492 0.660 1.926 0 14.216

Mayor-year covariates
First year 3,253 0.354 0.478 0 1
Last year 3,253 0.344 0.475 0 1
Year in office 3,253 2.423 1.535 1 11
Tenure length 3,252 3.863 1.884 1 12
Birth year 2,643 - - 1935 1973
Ethnicity 2,520 - - 1 17
Education 2,255 - - 1 7
Gender 2,433 - - 1 2
Political connections 1 2,997 0.662 0.473 0 1
Political connections 2 2,997 0.738 0.440 0 1

Secretary-year covariates
First year 3,277 0.269 0.444 0 1
Last year 3,277 0.262 0.440 0 1
Ethnicity 2,454 - - 1 15
Education 2,451 - - 1 15
Gender 2,402 - - 1 2

City-year covariates
Revenue (logged) 3,389 11.319 1.393 7.193 16.848
GDP (logged) 3,530 14.740 1.125 10.316 18.619
GDP per capita (logged) 3,451 9.064 0.731 6.709 11.932
GDP growth 3,444 0.189 0.489 −0.882 10.578
Government deficit (logged) 3,389 13.400 0.327 0.000 15.433
Government expense (logged) 3,390 11.884 1.376 0.000 16.898
Population (logged) 3,481 5.722 0.803 2.521 8.082
FDI (logged) 3,343 8.437 2.219 0.000 14.358
Degree of tax cut 3,194 0.144 0.066 0.000 0.351
Industrial sales 2,914 16.406 1.487 10.180 20.825
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F Rate of Tax Cut across Industries, Mayors, and Cities
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G Effective Tax Rates across Year and Ownership
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H Distribution of Firms across Ownership and Size
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I Tax Incentives and City Development

The table below presents the city-level analysis of tax incentives and economic development. For a

given city-year, a higher degree of tax cuts for firms in the previous year is associated with higher

GDP, GDP per capita, and GDP growth in the current year.

Dependent variable:

GDP
(logged)

GDP per capta
(logged)

GDP Growth

(1) (2) (3)

Degree of Tax Cut (lagged one year) 0.202∗∗ 0.238∗∗∗ 0.115∗

(0.091) (0.084) (0.066)
Degree of Tax Cut (lagged two years) 0.044 0.113 0.023

(0.064) (0.073) (0.065)
Degree of Tax Cut (lagged three years) 0.026 0.042 0.055

(0.079) (0.074) (0.048)
Industrial Sales (logged, lagged one year) 0.099∗∗∗ 0.092∗∗∗ −0.003

(0.020) (0.019) (0.008)
Foreign Direct Investment (logged, lagged one year) 0.007 0.009∗ 0.005∗

(0.005) (0.005) (0.003)
Population (logged, lagged one year) 0.228∗∗∗ −0.232 0.101

(0.055) (0.144) (0.189)
Government Expenditure (logged, lagged one year) 0.003 0.029 0.004

(0.013) (0.028) (0.005)

City Fixed Effects Y Y Y
Year Fixed Effects Y Y Y
Observations 2,420 2,420 2,414

Note: Robust standard errors are clustered at city level. ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01.
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J Substantial Interpretation of Baseline Results

To assist the substantial interpretation of our baseline results, we conducted a series of Monte

Carlo simulations. Based on Table 1, Model 4, we resampled the coefficient estimates for “first

year” and “last year” respectively and calculated the ratio of the predicted rate of tax cut during

the mayor’s transitional years to other years. For simplicity, we consider a “typical” firm that

made an average level of profit and a “typical” city with an average number of firms. We multiplied

the estimated “first year” and “last year” effect by the average level of profit to obtain the firm’s

reduction of tax cut amount. We further multiplied the results by the average number of firms in

the city for aggregate results, which are presented below.

Quantities of Interests in Mayor’s Transition Years Table 1 Model 4

A Firm’s Tax Cut Amount on Average (thousand yuan) 834.60

Reduction of Tax Cut for A Firm in the First Year (thousand yuan) 68.65
[10.34, 120.55]

Reduction of Tax Cut for A Firm in the Last Year (thousand yuan) 69.88
[11.36, 123.56]

Aggregate Reduction of Tax Cut for Firms in the First Year (million yuan) 32.46
[4.89, 57.00]

Aggregate Reduction of Tax Cut for by Firms in the Last Year (million yuan) 33.04
[5.37, 58.42]

Note: 95% confidence intervals via Monte Carlo simulations are reported in bracket.
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K Baseline Results with Province, City, and Industry Fixed Effects

The analysis below shows the baseline results with province, city, and industry fixed effects, instead

of firm fixed effects. It offers consistent evidence for tax break cycles based on mayors’ transition

years. However, as almost all firms were “nested” in these higher levels, we used firm fixed effects

as our main specifications.

Dependent variable:

Rate of Tax Cut (logged)

(1) (2) (3)

First Year −0.200∗∗∗ −0.120∗∗∗ −0.257∗∗∗
(0.064) (0.042) (0.093)

Last Year −0.189∗∗∗ −0.124∗∗∗ −0.352∗∗∗
(0.065) (0.042) (0.102)

Assets (logged) −0.158∗∗∗ −0.190∗∗∗ −0.156∗∗∗

(0.019) (0.017) (0.022)
Employment (logged) −0.166∗∗∗ −0.144∗∗∗ −0.133∗∗∗

(0.019) (0.017) (0.022)
Profits (logged) 0.204∗∗∗ 0.210∗∗∗ 0.211∗∗∗

(0.015) (0.016) (0.017)

City Controls Y Y Y
Mayor Characteristics Y Y Y
Province Fixed Effects Y N N
City Fixed Effects N Y N
Industry Fixed Effects N N Y
Year Fixed Effects Y Y Y
Observations 1,039,516 1,039,516 1,039,516

Note: Robust standard errors are clustered at mayor and firm
level. ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01.
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L Baseline Results with Differentiated Last Year

Although in general mayors were expected to weaken their incentives to offer tax breaks in the

last year of their tenure, the time at which they ended their tenure would also make a difference.

As discussed, a mayor was usually informed of a position change about a half year before it took

place. If the tenure ended no later than June of a given year, she was likely to be informed of the

decision in the second half-year of the previous year, which in our model, counts as the last year

(eg. leaving in March 2005, and being informed of initial decision September 2004). In contrast,

When a mayor left after June of a year, that year itself would be counted as her last year. She

would be likely to be informed of the decision in the early months of the same year. In the latter

situation, the mayor was expected to have a longer “dust settled” period, all happening within

the same year. Hence we expect to see a more significant drop in their incentives in the last year

under the latter situation. The first and second columns of the table confirmed that this is indeed

the case. For those who had their last month after June, firms in that city experienced a more

significant drop during their last year.

Similarly, when a mayor was closer to her retirement age, which is 60 in China for top leaders

at the prefecture-level, she would be clearer when exactly the last year of her tenure should be,

and thus would have a more significant reduction of her incentives. This should be especially so

when a mayor’s last year falls within the last five years before the retirement (a standard tenure

length) and when they also reached the ceiling age for further promotion. The third and fourth

column confirms that if mayors turned 55 or older in their last year, firms in their cities were more

likely to experience a significant drop in the offering of tax cuts.
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Dependent variable:

Rate of Tax Cut (logged)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

First Year −0.096∗∗∗ −0.091∗∗ −0.094∗∗ −0.089∗∗
(0.036) (0.037) (0.037) (0.037)

Last Month before June −0.063 −0.063
(0.043) (0.044)

Last Month after June −0.130∗∗∗ −0.132∗∗∗
(0.046) (0.044)

Last Year before Age 55 −0.072∗ −0.073∗

(0.038) (0.037)
Last Year after Age 55 −0.179∗∗ −0.182∗∗

(0.076) (0.078)
Assets (logged) −0.180∗∗∗ −0.183∗∗∗ −0.180∗∗∗ −0.183∗∗∗

(0.020) (0.021) (0.020) (0.020)
Employment (logged) −0.214∗∗∗ −0.209∗∗∗ −0.214∗∗∗ −0.209∗∗∗

(0.026) (0.026) (0.026) (0.026)
Profits (logged) 0.288∗∗∗ 0.291∗∗∗ 0.288∗∗∗ 0.291∗∗∗

(0.017) (0.018) (0.017) (0.018)

City Controls N Y N Y
Mayor Characteristics Y Y Y Y
Firm Fixed Effects Y Y Y Y
Year Fixed Effects Y Y Y Y
Observations 1,056,184 1,039,516 1,056,184 1,039,516

Note: Robust standard errors are clustered at mayor and firm level. ∗p<0.1;
∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01.
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M Year in Office Models

The sudden drop in the firm-level rate of tax cut during mayors’ first and last years may indicate

a nonlinear relationship between these two variables. We investigate this hypothesis by including

mayors’ number of years in office in our baseline models. The results indeed show a second-order

relationship between “rate of tax cut” and “year in office.” Substantially, we find that firms’ tax

cuts decreased at the beginning of a mayor’s tenure, rose until about the mayor’s third year, and

declined till the end of the mayor’s tenure.

Dependent variable:

Rate of Tax Cut (logged)

(1) (2) (3)

Year in Office 0.110∗∗ 0.114∗∗∗ 0.101∗∗

(0.047) (0.044) (0.044)
Year in Officê 2 −0.017∗∗ −0.018∗∗ −0.015∗∗

(0.008) (0.007) (0.007)
Assets (logged) −0.181∗∗∗ −0.184∗∗∗

(0.020) (0.021)
Employment (logged) −0.212∗∗∗ −0.208∗∗∗

(0.026) (0.026)
Profits (logged) 0.288∗∗∗ 0.291∗∗∗

(0.017) (0.018)

City Controls N N Y
Mayor Characteristics Y Y Y
Firm Fixed Effects Y Y Y
Year Fixed Effects Y Y Y
Observations 1,056,187 1,056,184 1,039,516

Note: Robust standard errors are clustered at mayor and
firm level. ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01.
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N First Year Effect across Different Sizes of Foreign Firms

We applied nonparametric methods to further explore how mayors’ first year can impact the rate

of tax cut for foreign firms of different sizes. The figure plots the rate of tax cut (logged) across

firms’ industrial sales (logged) for all foreign firms. The two LOESS lines trace the rate of tax cut

that foreign firms received in mayors first years versus other years. The result shows that when

a foreign firm was smaller in terms of industrial sales, it experienced a drop in tax cuts in the

mayor’s first year (in purple) compared to other years of the tenure (in yellow). As the foreign

firms size increases, the relations flipped. It received a higher rate of tax cut in the mayor’s first

year than other years.
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O Tenure Cycles with Political Connections

In this section, we explore political connections as an alternative explanation to the tax break

cycles based on mayors’ tenure. In the figure below, we compare mayors who were connected to

provincial secretaries to those who were not connected and re-estimated our main model, using

data from Jiang (2018). The figure shows that in cities with mayors who were politically connected

to provincial leaders in that year (66% of our city-year observations), firms indeed displayed more

significant patterns of drops in receiving tax breaks in the first and last years of the tenure. This

finding is in line with both our argument and Jiang (2018)’s argument. Those who were connected

might have received more credible signals from provincial patrons that their performance would

lead to promotion, therefore they were “gaming” the system more to boost economic performance.

And the mayors’ gaming of the system indeed produced cycles of tax cut policies.
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More serious concerns may arise if political connections could influence mayors’ tenures (espe-

cially tenure length) as well as firms’ rates of tax cuts and hence becomes a confounder. However,

in the table below, we show that after adding two “political connections” variables with alterna-

tive measurements and “tenure length” to our models, the conclusion still holds (see Appendix C

for variable details). In addition, the coefficients for the two “political connections” and “tenure

length” are not statistically distinguishable from zero. This suggests that when our treatment

variables (first and last year of tenures) are present, political connections and tenure length do

not seem to have an independent influence on our outcome variable, the rate of tax cuts. This

is likely because city governments had discretion and control over the granting of tax breaks to

individual firms that did not require them to have provincial approval.

Dependent variable:

Rate of Tax Cut (logged)

(1) (2) (3)

First Year −0.079∗∗ −0.080∗∗ −0.086∗∗
(0.039) (0.039) (0.040)

Last Year −0.081∗∗ −0.080∗∗ −0.085∗∗
(0.037) (0.037) (0.042)

Political Connections 1 −0.066
(0.042)

Political Connections 2 −0.062
(0.040)

Tenure Length 0.002
(0.014)

Assets (logged) −0.148∗∗∗ −0.148∗∗∗ −0.183∗∗∗

(0.020) (0.020) (0.020)
Employment (logged) −0.342∗∗∗ −0.342∗∗∗ −0.209∗∗∗

(0.022) (0.022) (0.026)
Profits (logged) 0.317∗∗∗ 0.317∗∗∗ 0.291∗∗∗

(0.019) (0.019) (0.018)

City Controls Y Y Y
Mayor Characteristics Y Y Y
Firm Fixed Effects Y Y Y
Year Fixed Effects Y Y Y
Observations 962,420 962,420 1,039,516

Note: Robust standard errors are clustered at mayor and firm
level. ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01.
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P Tenure Cycles Controlling for Government Subsidies

Tax breaks are certainly not the only tool that mayors have among all the economic and industrial

policies. Another widely used policy instrument is to provide government subsidies for firms

(Hou and Li, 2020). Note, however, that government subsidy is mainly an industrial policy tool

awarded to established firms to support the production of higher value-added products (or high-

tech products). Meanwhile, government subsidies are limited to 14% of firms based on our dataset.

Nevertheless, there is reason to control for government funding, as it can be associated with

the rate of tax breaks and mayors’ tenures. The Chinese government often offers funding as part

of a “beneficial policy package” together with tax breaks, and hence subsidies can be positively

associated with tax breaks. Alternatively, there could be a substitution effect, where the gov-

ernment provides subsidies instead of tax breaks to firms. We, therefore, re-estimated the main

models with firm-level government subsidies from CIES. Our main results hold even with this

control variable. The positive effect of government subsidy suggests that the government offered

subsidies and tax breaks as package deals to the same firms. It is also not surprising that this

trend did not significantly impact large foreign firms, as they had abundant capital and usually

were not the recipients of government subsidies.
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Dependent variable:

Rate of Tax Cut (logged)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

All Firms Large Foreign Firms

First Year −0.096∗∗∗ −0.088∗∗ 0.219∗∗∗ 0.212∗∗∗

(0.037) (0.037) (0.078) (0.079)
Last Year −0.087∗∗ −0.085∗∗ −0.154 −0.182∗

(0.036) (0.036) (0.098) (0.100)
Assets (logged) −0.139∗∗∗ −0.142∗∗∗ −0.026 −0.018

(0.019) (0.019) (0.122) (0.124)
Employment (logged) −0.341∗∗∗ −0.335∗∗∗ −0.258∗∗ −0.272∗∗

(0.022) (0.023) (0.128) (0.127)
Profits (logged) 0.295∗∗∗ 0.297∗∗∗ 0.265∗∗∗ 0.271∗∗∗

(0.018) (0.018) (0.043) (0.043)
Subsidy (logged) 0.016∗∗ 0.015∗∗ −0.016 −0.017

(0.006) (0.006) (0.015) (0.015)

City Controls N Y N Y
Mayor Characteristics Y Y Y Y
Firm Fixed Effects Y Y Y Y
Year Fixed Effects Y Y Y Y
Observations 913,029 899,295 13,874 13,768

Note: Robust standard errors are clustered at mayor and firm level.
∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01.
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Q Tenure Cycles of Party Secretaries

As discussed in the main text, we expect that the transition years of party secretaries would not

have a significant impact on firms’ rates of tax cuts. We re-estimated our main models with the

first year and the last year of party secretaries, along with their individual characteristics as control

variables. Indeed, we find no significant political cycles based on the tenure of party secretaries.

There is also no significant “first year” effect on the tax status of large foreign firms.

Dependent variable:

Rate of Tax Cut (logged)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

All Firms Large Foreign Firms

First Year 0.015 0.031 0.121 0.109
(0.030) (0.033) (0.074) (0.077)

Last Year 0.038 0.010 0.077 0.081
(0.032) (0.038) (0.067) (0.069)

Assets (logged) −0.171∗∗∗ −0.047
(0.019) (0.108)

Employment (logged) −0.166∗∗∗ −0.034
(0.023) (0.065)

Profits (logged) 0.317∗∗∗ 0.285∗∗∗

(0.018) (0.042)

City Controls N Y N Y
Secretary Characteristics N Y N Y
Firm Fixed Effects Y Y Y Y
Year Fixed Effects Y Y Y Y
Observations 1,492,558 1,133,591 20,245 17,656

Note: Robust standard errors are clustered at mayor and firm level.
∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01.
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R Tenure Cycles Excluding Firms that Changed Ownership

One possible concern is that certain firms might have changed their ownership status for various

reasons (including tax benefits), which would make it difficult to interpret our results. It is worth

noting that in our main models, we have accounted for statutory tax rates properly based on

firms’ ownership and profit status. Below, we also re-estimated our main models by excluding

these firms. Since only about 3% of firms changed their ownership status during the period of

study, our main results remain consistent and in fact, more substantial.

Dependent variable:

Rate of Tax Cut (logged)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

All Firms Large Foreign Firms

First Year −0.098∗∗∗ −0.093∗∗ 0.220∗∗∗ 0.208∗∗

(0.038) (0.038) (0.082) (0.084)
Last Year −0.090∗∗ −0.090∗∗ −0.117 −0.147

(0.037) (0.037) (0.101) (0.101)
Assets (logged) −0.172∗∗∗ −0.174∗∗∗ −0.088 −0.073

(0.021) (0.021) (0.120) (0.121)
Employment (logged) −0.214∗∗∗ −0.210∗∗∗ −0.005 −0.013

(0.026) (0.026) (0.087) (0.087)
Profits (logged) 0.302∗∗∗ 0.305∗∗∗ 0.189∗∗∗ 0.194∗∗∗

(0.018) (0.018) (0.039) (0.039)

City Controls N Y N Y
Mayor Characteristics Y Y Y Y
Firm Fixed Effects Y Y Y Y
Year Fixed Effects Y Y Y Y
Observations 993,088 977,865 14,010 13,900

Note: Robust standard errors are clustered at mayor and firm level.
∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01.
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S The Learning Effects of New Firms

As discussed in the conclusion, if tax break cycles exist, then rational firms might learn the general

pattern and avoid entering the city in mayors’ first and last year. We estimated, at the city level,

the influence of tenure cycles on the number of new firms (including newly-established firms and

firms that moved into that city in a year). We find no significant results for 1995-2007 and 1995-

2011. Firms’ decision to enter depended on many complicated factors, and most of them had little

knowledge about when a mayor would leave her office.

Dependent variable:

Number of New Firms (logged, 1995-2007)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

All New Firms New Large Foreign Firms

First Year −0.030 0.006 0.016 0.014
(0.098) (0.103) (0.065) (0.069)

Last Year 0.032 0.063 −0.007 0.023
(0.095) (0.098) (0.059) (0.064)

City Controls N Y N Y
City Fixed Effects Y Y Y Y
Year Fixed Effects Y Y Y Y
Observations 3,055 2,840 3,055 2,840

Dependent variable:

Number of New Firms (logged, 1995-2011)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

All New Firms New Large Foreign Firms

First Year 0.007 0.045 0.045 0.047
(0.078) (0.079) (0.052) (0.055)

Last Year 0.006 0.043 0.016 0.034
(0.076) (0.078) (0.052) (0.054)

City Controls N Y N Y
City Fixed Effects Y Y Y Y
Year Fixed Effects Y Y Y Y
Observations 4,170 3,948 4,170 3,948

Note: Robust standard errors are clustered at city level for both
analysis. ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01.
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T Extended Period Analysis

Our main analysis focuses on China’s reform and growth era (1995-2007), when bureaucrats were

systematically driven to pursue economic growth. According to the change in Corporate Income

Tax Law, firms would converge on a unified tax rate of 25% starting in 2008 (National People’s

Congress, 2007). But in reality, 2008 to 2012 was a “chaotic period, when firms were granted a

grace period with gradually increasing rates each year and with different statutory rates in local

implementation(The State Tax Bureau, 2007). This makes it hard to measure the actual difference

between statutory and effective tax rates. Moreover, after the state’s 4 trillion investment in the

state sector to deal with the global financial crisis, officials started to pursue economic growth in

other ways (e.g. infrastructure and real estate). Therefore, we would not expect to see significant

patterns of tax break cycles based on mayors’ tenure for the 2008-2011 period. The Xi era starting

in late 2012 represented a more fundamental break from previous periods. Among other measures,

Xi launched the anti-corruption campaign, re-centralized the authority of the party-state, and

consolidated his power within the party. These measure have constrained and paralyzed local

officials’ use of a wide range of economic and tax policies (Ang, 2020; Minzner, 2018). We do not

have access to CIES data beyond 2011, but we would also not expect to see the pattern of political

cycle and selectivity in that period.

The following table shows the results of our baseline model for the period from 2008 to 2011

and from 1995 to 2011 for all firms. Please note that we used statutory tax rates stipulated at

the national level, which was 25% for domestic firms, while for foreign firms, statutory tax rate

was supposed to increase from 15% before 2008, to 18% in 2008, 20% in 2009, 22% in 2010, and

24% in 2011 (The State Tax Bureau, 2007). As mentioned, the caveat is that different localities

may use different statutory tax rates during this period. There is also lower data quality for CIES

data beyond 2008. We re-calculated our outcome variable and re-estimated our main specification
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below. As expected, the results do not show any significant political cycles of tax break policies

for 2008-2011. Pooling the years from 1995 to 2011 together also modifies our baseline results, as

expected.

Dependent variable:

Rate of Tax Cut (logged)

(1) (2)

2008-2011 1995-2011

First Year 0.050 −0.005
(0.091) (0.047)

Last Year −0.143 −0.087∗∗
(0.092) (0.041)

Assets (logged) −0.657∗∗∗ −0.466∗∗∗

(0.085) (0.045)
Employment (logged) 0.783∗∗∗ 0.225∗∗∗

(0.067) (0.049)
Profits (logged) 0.344∗∗∗ 0.270∗∗∗

(0.033) (0.017)

City Controls Y Y
Mayor Characteristics Y Y
Firm Fixed Effects Y Y
Year Fixed Effects Y Y
Observations 888,148 1,927,664

Note: Robust standard errors are clustered
at mayor and firm level. ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05;
∗∗∗p<0.01.
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U Robustness Checks for “Ceiling Effects”

One potential confusion may arise. As different firms were subject to the different statutory tax

rates, there would be ceilings for firms’ rates of tax cuts. Below we conducted additional robustness

checks to make sure that our inference is not threatened by the “ceiling effects.” First, we used an

alternative outcome measure by dividing a firm’s rate of tax cut (our current dependent variable)

by its corresponding statutory tax rate and then took the logarithm. Such normalization generated

the “ratio of tax cut” between 0 to 1 across all firms before we took the logarithm. All of our

main results hold with this new outcome variable, as the following table shows.

Dependent variable:

Ratio of Tax Cut (logged)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

All Firms Large Foreign Firms

First Year −0.104∗∗ −0.097∗∗ 0.223∗∗ 0.213∗∗

(0.040) (0.041) (0.091) (0.093)
Last Year −0.098∗∗ −0.099∗∗ −0.155 −0.186

(0.040) (0.040) (0.117) (0.117)
Assets (logged) −0.183∗∗∗ −0.186∗∗∗ −0.056 −0.042

(0.022) (0.023) (0.143) (0.145)
Employment (logged) −0.234∗∗∗ −0.228∗∗∗ −0.049 −0.056

(0.029) (0.029) (0.098) (0.098)
Profits (logged) 0.294∗∗∗ 0.298∗∗∗ 0.291∗∗∗ 0.297∗∗∗

(0.020) (0.020) (0.049) (0.049)

City Controls N Y N Y
Mayor Characteristics Y Y Y Y
Firm Fixed Effects Y Y Y Y
Year Fixed Effects Y Y Y Y
Observations 1,056,015 1,039,352 15,550 15,429

Note: Robust standard errors are clustered at mayor and firm level.
∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01.

Second, our model specification already partly accounted for such a challenge. In our main

specification, we controlled for total profits, which determined the statutory tax rates for domestic

firms. In addition, the inclusion of firm fixed effect exploits within-firm temporal variation, so that

we were comparing firms’ rate of tax cuts across years rather than across different firms. While
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there are 17.98% of firms moving across different layers of statutory tax rates, our baseline results

still hold when those firms are excluded from the analyses (see the results below).

Dependent variable:

Rate of Tax Cut (logged)

(1) (2)

First Year −0.102∗∗∗ −0.097∗∗
(0.039) (0.040)

Last Year −0.098∗∗ −0.098∗∗∗
(0.038) (0.038)

Assets (logged) −0.162∗∗∗ −0.166∗∗∗

(0.024) (0.024)
Employment (logged) −0.228∗∗∗ −0.224∗∗∗

(0.026) (0.027)
Profits (logged) 0.314∗∗∗ 0.317∗∗∗

(0.026) (0.026)

City Controls N Y
Mayor Characteristics Y Y
Firm Fixed Effects Y Y
Year Fixed Effects Y Y
Observations 757,294 746,007

Note: Robust standard errors are clustered
at mayor and firm level. ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05;
∗∗∗p<0.01.

Third, as far as heterogeneous effects across firms are concerned, the potential “ceiling effects”

did not exist for foreign firms, since all foreign firms were subject to the same statutory tax rates

(15%). Also, in Figure 2, we have shown the sharp contrast in the “first-year” effect between large

and smaller foreign firms. Large foreign firms did have substantial leverage to counter the tax

break cycles in mayors’ first year from 1995 to 2007.

Fourth, domestic firms did have differentiated tax rates by profits. But when comparing large

domestic firms to smaller domestic firms, as Figure 2 shows, the rate of tax cut offered to smaller

firms decreased more in mayors’ transition years than their larger counterparts, even though these

smaller firms had smaller room for tax breaks due to the potential “ceiling effect.” Furthermore,

we can compare the effect of mayors’ transition years on domestic firms under the same statutory
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Dependent variable:

Rate of Tax Cut (logged)

(1) (2)

Large Firms Smaller Firms

First Year 0.020 −0.128∗∗∗
(0.063) (0.039)

Last Year −0.069 −0.086∗∗
(0.068) (0.042)

Assets (logged) 0.005 −0.262∗∗∗

(0.095) (0.029)
Employment (logged) −0.200∗∗∗ −0.197∗∗∗

(0.061) (0.028)
Profits (logged) 0.315∗∗∗ 0.366∗∗∗

(0.041) (0.040)

City Controls Y Y
Mayor Characteristics Y Y
Firm Fixed Effects Y Y
Year Fixed Effects Y Y
Observations 30,891 649,114

Note: Robust standard errors are clustered at mayor
and firm level. ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01.

tax rates. 99% of the large domestic firms in Figure 2 (i.e., firms with industrial sales of more

than 300 million yuan) were subject to the same statutory tax rate of 33%. We took these large

domestic firms and compared them with other domestic firms that were subject to the same 33%

rate (i.e. smaller firms with profits larger than 100 thousand yuan). Such comparison (see the

table) shows that indeed, smaller firms were more likely to experience tax break cycles, confirming

our argument that they were more likely to bear the costs of tenure cycles.
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